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Abstract

Shimwell et al. (2013) present a deployment plan for the initial 6, 12 and 18 Mk II
PAFs on ASKAP (ASKAP–6, ASKAP–12 and ASKAP–18, respectively). ASKAP–6
is a commissioning array, ASKAP–12 is an early science array and ASKAP–18 is a
further, but currently unfunded, development. In this document, we examine the per-
formance of ASKAP–12 for early spectral-line science. We find that, whilst the array
is useful, its performance is significantly worse at declinations of −30◦ and 0◦ than at
its design declination of −60◦. Its uv coverage is also poorer and more asymmetric
than configurations we have found. Moreover, the small number of short baselines is
detrimental to early spectral-line science. We therefore propose three alternative con-
figurations, labelled A, B, and C, which appear to have better performance, shorter
minimum baselines and more symmetry. Of these, configuration A is our most pre-
ferred. The best results are found using configurations in which a few of the BETA
antennas are fitted with Mk II PAFs. For continuum science, the beam sizes of the
alternative configurations are fairly similar to the Shimwell et al. array.

1 Introduction

Although the ASKAP antenna locations, and the antennas themselves, have been fixed
for some time, only a few Mk I Phased Array Feeds (PAFs) have so far been deployed on
BETA. Furthermore, funding issues and technical challenges have delayed the build-out of
ASKAP such that it is likely that an early science phase will proceed with only 12 to 18
Mk II PAFs. It has therefore been necessary to consider which of the ASKAP antennas
the first Mk II PAFs should be deployed on. Shimwell et al. (2013) have recently proposed
configurations for ASKAP–6 (intended for commissioning), ASKAP–12 (intended for early
science), and ASKAP–18 (also intended for early science but currently unfunded). They
did not consider installing any Mk II PAFs on BETA antennas (see our ASKAP–ADE
baseline change request dated May 16, 2013; Koribalski et al. 2013), so no short baselines
are available on any of the three configurations. Their arrays also are poorly optimised for
low-resolution spectral-line science. We have therefore examined alternative configurations
in an attempt to see whether, given the constraints of the fixed antenna locations, any
more suitable configurations might exist.

Following up on our previous memos on BETA and ASKAP–12ADE configurations
(Staveley-Smith et al. 2013; Meyer & Popping 2013), we present three potential array
configurations for ASKAP–12 that would suit the needs of the WALLABY and DINGO
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Table 1: Overview of the four configurations discussed in this document. The columns
denote: the identification letter (reflecting our order of preference from high to low),
the configuration mask in decimal format, the actual antenna positions occupied, and
the minimum and maximum baseline. BETA antennas are set in blue and bold-face.
Configuration D is the one proposed by Shimwell et al. (2013).

ID Configur. Antennas bmin bmax

(m) (m)

A 18117753 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19, 21, 25 36 1505
B 474138915 1, 2, 6, 9, 12, 15, 16, 18, 23, 27, 28, 29 30 1923
C 23480430 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 12, 15, 18, 19, 22, 23, 25 22 1661
D 746625626 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13, 16, 24, 27, 28, 30 60 2304

science projects much better than the configuration proposed by Shimwell et al. (2013).
All three of them include BETA positions for better coverage of the inner uv plane. Some
of the improvements include:

• The inclusion of shorter baselines of less than 50 m for a better H i surface brightness
sensitivity for extended emission.

• A more homogeneous, Gaussian radial distribution of visibilities across the uv plane
that results in a more Gaussian beam.

• A more symmetric uv coverage with fewer gaps and holes, resulting in a better beam
with generally lower beam sidelobe levels.

Improved surface brightness sensitivity is particularly important for WALLABY (and also
GASKAP), as the survey will be detecting extended H i emission in the local universe.
It is particularly important for the ASKAP–12 configuration to include baselines shorter
than the effective size of the Parkes dish for the purpose of combining ASKAP and Parkes
data.

2 Modelling

In order to find the best configuration, we simulated all possible ways of distributing
12 antennas across the 30 pedestals in the inner ASKAP core (therefore including the
BETA pedestals), and calculated several statistical parameters based on which the most
suitable configurations were automatically selected for visual follow-up inspection. The
selection criteria included at least one baseline each below 50 m and above 1500 m, some
restrictions on the asymmetry of data points in the uv plane, as well as a Gaussian radial
distribution of uv points. The latter criterion required the fitting of a Gaussian function
to the radial histogram of uv points, N(r), where r =

√
u2 + v2, with an additional

correction factor of r−1 to account for the increase in the area of an annulus with radius.
In addition, we required in two cases (configurations A and C) that a certain combination
of three inner pedestals be occupied by antennas to ensure good coverage of the inner
uv plane. All configurations were initially optimised assuming an hour angle coverage of
8 h and a declination of −30◦ (A and C) or 0◦ (B).
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Table 2: Overview of four different ASKAP configurations and their performance at three
different declinations of −60◦, −30◦, and 0◦ for a simulated 8 h aperture synthesis. The
columns denote: identification letter (ID), declination (δ), width of a Gaussian fitted to
the radial histogram of uv points (Gσ), rms of the difference between that Gaussian fit
and the data points (Grms), u–v asymmetry of the synthesis, major and minor axis of
the beam (ϑmaj and ϑmin) for robust weighting with R = 0, eccentricity of the beam,
maximum positive and negative sidelobe levels (Spos and Sneg), and rms noise of the
brightness temperature image (Trms) of a single 18.5 kHz channel at 1.4 GHz. For some
performance indicators the best and worst cases at each declination have been marked in
green and red, respectively.

ID Decl. Gσ Grms Asym. ϑmaj ϑmin Beam Spos Sneg Trms

(m) eccentr. (%) (%) (K)

A 0◦ 463 0.39 0.10 35.′′9 28.′′4 0.61 63.7 21.6 2.9
−30◦ 485 0.39 0.01 27.′′6 27.′′1 0.20 11.4 13.1 3.6
−60◦ 481 0.47 0.07 31.′′0 28.′′2 0.42 9.6 9.8 3.0

B 0◦ 627 0.32 0.07 30.′′4 19.′′2 0.78 56.4 17.0 4.9
−30◦ 653 0.66 0.16 23.′′7 19.′′2 0.59 9.6 9.9 5.7
−60◦ 602 0.55 0.06 24.′′8 21.′′9 0.47 8.0 9.5 4.7

C 0◦ 482 0.42 0.14 32.′′9 27.′′5 0.55 51.9 17.7 3.2
−30◦ 500 0.44 0.00 28.′′1 24.′′7 0.48 14.2 11.4 3.9
−60◦ 498 0.59 0.07 30.′′4 26.′′4 0.50 12.3 9.9 3.3

D 0◦ 739 0.53 0.11 27.′′1 16.′′4 0.79 56.2 17.5 6.4
−30◦ 780 0.71 0.19 21.′′9 16.′′3 0.67 18.1 11.4 7.3
−60◦ 749 0.47 0.08 22.′′6 19.′′1 0.53 10.5 12.7 5.9

3 Results

The basic parameters of three of the best performing configurations we found, labelled as
A, B, and C, are listed in Table 1 together with the configuration proposed for ASKAP–12
by Shimwell et al. (2013), labelled as D. The four configurations are listed in our order of
preference, configuration A being our most favourite and generally best-performing config-
uration. While configuration A, optimised at a declination of −30◦, is particularly suitable
for WALLABY due to its compact nature with plenty of shorter baselines, configuration B
has been optimised at a declination of 0◦ to cater for DINGO stacking experiments and is
therefore particularly suitable for the DINGO project. Configuration C is similar to A, but
includes shorter baselines more suitable for the detection of more extended emission. Con-
figurations A, B, and C all contain 2–4 BETA antennas, which are essential in obtaining
a good coverage of the inner uv plane.

Some of the statistical properties of configurations A, B, and C are presented in Table 2.
For comparison, we also simulated configuration D of Shimwell et al. (2013). Configura-
tion A had antenna positions 1, 4, and 5 fixed during the optimisation process, while
for configuration C we fixed antenna positions 2, 3, and 4. The uv coverage of all four
configurations is plotted in Fig. 1 for three different declinations of −60◦, −30◦, and 0◦.
The corresponding radial uv histograms are presented in Fig. 2.
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Compared to configuration D, configurations A–C are generally characterised by a
smoother radial distribution of uv points at all declinations, closely resembling a Gaussian.
This is reflected by the typically much smaller rms of the difference between the radial
uv histogram and the Gaussian fitted to those data. In part, the improvement in radial
uv coverage can be attributed to the smaller maximum baseline in configurations A–C,
resulting in a smaller radial range in the uv plane to be populated.

In addition, configurations A–C tend to be more symmetric than configuration D.
Asymmetry was determined by calculating the second moments, Mu and Mv , of the pro-
jected histograms in u and v separately. The asymmetry parameter in Table 2 corresponds
to |Mu − Mv|/Mv and is sensitive to differences between the spread of data points in u
and v. The greater symmetry of configurations A–C also leads to more symmetric beams
than in the case of configuration D, as shown in Table 2. At the same time, the beams
are slightly larger as a result of the more compact nature of configurations A–C.

Finally, while the point source sensitivity of all three configurations is of course iden-
tical (for natural weighting), the surface brightness sensitivity of configurations A–C is
significantly better than that of configuration D, as is shown in the last column of Table 2.
This improvement will be crucial for the detection of faint, extended H i emission by the
WALLABY project.

4 Conclusion

We present three new configurations for ASKAP–12 which appear to better meet the re-
quirements of the WALLABY and DINGO SSPs for early spectral-line science than the
suggestion of Shimwell et al. (2013). Of these, configuration A is our first preference
and generally shows excellent performance. Configuration B is particularly suitable for
DINGO early science. All three configurations also appear to have superior continuum
performance and similar beam sizes, though the maximum baselines are in fact slightly
smaller in our configurations. The configurations only have four to five antennas in com-
mon with Shimwell et al. (2013), and use between two and four of the BETA antennas.
The uv coverage of the new configurations appears to have fewer gaps, better fit a Gaussian
beam, have better performance at different declinations and are more symmetric.
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Figure 1: Simulated uv coverage for 8 h of hour angle coverage at three different declina-
tions (from left to right: −60◦, −30◦, and 0◦) for four different configurations of 12 ADE
antennas (from top to bottom: A, B, C, and D). Configuration D in the bottom row is the
one proposed by Shimwell et al. (2013) for the ASKAP 12 ADE system. A time averaging
of 5 minutes was applied.
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Figure 2: Radial histogram of uv points for the simulated observations shown in Fig. 1 for
different declinations (from left to right) and array configurations (from top to bottom).
The width of each bin is 50 m, and a time averaging of 5 minutes was applied. Configu-
ration D in the bottom row is the one proposed by Shimwell et al. (2013) for the ASKAP
12 ADE system.
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